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Doxie Go + Wi-Fi unveiled: Tiny scanner scans anywhere, sends wirelessly
Published on 01/26/12
Apparent today unveiled Doxie Go + Wi-Fi, a new Doxie model that scans anywhere - no
computer required - then sends scans wirelessly to devices and the cloud. Doxie is
wireless scanning you can take anywhere. Featuring a built-in battery and memory chip,
Doxie scans everywhere you go, then pushes scans directly from the scanner to Mac, PC,
iPhone, iPad, or Evernote. Doxie scans everything from bills and receipts to reports,
recipes, cards, and photos. Just 8 seconds per page.
San Francisco, Califronia @ Macworld | iWorld 2012 -Apparent today unveiled Doxie Go +
Wi-Fi, a new Doxie model that scans anywhere - no computer required - then sends scans
wirelessly to devices and the cloud.
Doxie is wireless scanning you can take anywhere. Featuring a built-in battery and memory
chip, Doxie scans everywhere you go, then pushes scans directly from the scanner to Mac,
PC, iPhone, iPad, or Evernote.
"Doxie continues to deliver tiny scanners that make it easy and convenient to go
paperless," said Travis J. Hicks, chief operating officer. "Doxie means simple scanning
you can take anywhere - with a beautiful industrial design and great software, Doxie just
works. And now with Wi-Fi, your scans push wirelessly to all of your devices, or even
direct to Evernote and the cloud."
For all your paper:
Doxie scans everything from bills and receipts to reports, recipes, cards, and photos.
Just 8 seconds per page.
Wi-Fi sends scans instantly:
Doxie joins your Wi-Fi network and sends scans on the fly. On the go, Doxie creates its
own ad-hoc network.
Instant push to the cloud:
Doxie sends your scans automatically to your computer, mobile device, or directly to
Evernote, Flickr, FTP, and more.
Direct sync with Phone & iPad:
Grab the free Wi-Fi sync app from the App Store for fast, wireless scanning direct to your
iPhone or iPad.
Built-in battery and memory:
Scan in full color at up to 600 dpi. And with a battery, memory, and Wi-Fi, you can scan
and sync anywhere.
Powered by Eye-Fi:
Doxie Go + Wi-Fi includes wireless technology from Eye-Fi(TM), the industry leader in
wireless image sync.
Doxie 2.1 for Mac + PC:
Doxie 2.1 is included - sync and create searchable PDF files. Just sync, staple, and send
to local apps or the cloud.
iPhone & iPad Sync App:
Sync scans directly to your photo roll. Organize, e-mail, or use scans in iOS apps like
Dropbox and Evernote.
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Now Shipping:
Doxie Go + Wi-Fi is $239 and now available. The newest member of the award-winning
Doxie(R) family includes the Doxie scanner, companion software with award-winning ABBYY(R)
OCR, and a bundled Eye-Fi(TM) wireless SD card. Doxie 2.1 software is included; the iOS
sync app is free on the App Store.
Doxie Go scanners scan anywhere - no computer required - and start at just $199
* Doxie Go ($199) scans anywhere - no computer required - then syncs to Mac and PC via
USB.
* The new Doxie Go + Wi-Fi ($239) adds Wi-Fi for iPhone, iPad, Mac, PC, and cloud apps.
Visit the Doxie Go + Wi-Fi web site for more information. San Francisco locals can meet
Doxie this week at Macworld | iWorld 2012, January 26-28, 2012 at the Moscone Center,
booth #542.
Doxie:
http://www.getdoxie.com/
Doxie Go + Wi-Fi Wireless Scanner:
http://www.getdoxie.com/product/doxie-go-wifi/
Doxie Go Cordless Scanner:
http://www.getdoxie.com/product/doxie-go/
Press Info:
http://www.getdoxie.com/press/

Doxie delivers modern, award-winning scanners for digitizing and organizing paper, photos,
and receipts. Doxie scans anywhere - no computer required, sends directly to the cloud,
and syncs to Mac, PC, iPhone, & iPad. Copyright (C) 2012 Doxie. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in
the U.S. and/or other countries.
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